
Ten Ideas-

- Zoom: what makes it funny?
● Awkward silence
● Not being muted
● Music lessons on zoom
● Detention on zoom (refer to tik tok video)
● Pets interrupting zoom
● Parents interrupting zoom
● Gossip and catch up with friends on zoom (awkward)
● Being muted while trying to talk (think about if this happened during a really dramatic

read through for a movie, and the person was muted)
● Obsessively checking your mic to make sure your muted
● Zoom university

Top favorite ideas-
● Being muted and trying to talk
● Awkward silence
● Not being muted while not trying to talk
● Obsessively checking mic

Next steps-

● Write jokes for each of these final four topics

Monologue style jokes-

My jokes-

● Being muted while trying to talk is the worst thing that can happen when you are trying
to get a point across. Imagine in a movie during a big argument scene. The people are
really getting into it, and all the sudden someone says “Oh I can’t hear you.”

● Awkward silence in zooms is like watching your friends’ parents argue. You can’t really
say anything because you’re not really part of the discussion, but you want to crack a
joke so you feel like everything’s okay.



● I’ve heard so many stories about people being caught talking about other people when
they think they’re muted. Personally I would love to hear what people are saying about
me. I need to know so I can work on it. - punch up and make it more interesting

● I don’t really pay attention in zoom to be honest. But the times I do pay attention are
when I’m checking my mic to make sure I’m muted. All the sudden I am a court reporter
who is writing down every detail about the most interesting case of the century.

Next steps-

Write up a monologue introduction:


